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ABSTRACT
Purpose: A stroke is a sudden event which may leave individuals and their families ill-prepared to deal with the resultant disability. Several contextual factors can influence the recovery process. These factors, internal and external, exist interactively in the lived experiences of the survivors. The limited availability of rehabilitation centres that are located in urban centres meant that recovery predominately occurred outside of the biomedical health and instead relied upon the resources available to individuals and their families.

Methods: A qualitative approach with data from in-depth interviews and observations were used to identify contextual factors that shaped recovery following stroke in a community. Twenty-seven individuals with stroke were drawn from a health and demographic surveillance system in Malaysia.

Results: Hope and optimism, coping strategies, motivation and support from family and friends, and the use of alternative and complementary medicine shaped the process of recovery within a context where infrastructure is extremely limited.

Conclusion: The identification of factors that facilitate the recovery process provides a background in which health care providers can utilise to improve their understanding of the stroke experience. Such understanding could be instrumental in aiding health professionals to offer the most effective help to their clients.

Introduction
A stroke is a sudden event which may leave individuals and their families ill-prepared to deal with the resultant impairments [1,2]. Stroke is associated with physical, emotional and social consequences that affect an individual’s quality of life [3–5]. Individuals with stroke aim to return to active living and reintegrate into society [6]. The conventional approach to stroke recovery is the delivery of rehabilitation services based on the medical principles of cure [7–9]. Clinical measures of recovery following stroke alone fail to offer a complete picture of what constitutes a successful recovery [10,11]. Accordingly, some studies have suggested that stroke survivors measured the impact of the condition about the emotional and social domains of their lives [10].

Although stroke recovery may be individualised, multiple factors influence a person’s progress – recovery – following a stroke. These may include internal factors (such as optimism, fears of dependency, or personal control), external factors (such as therapeutic interactions), or a combination of these, and which can hinder or facilitate recovery [11]. Prior studies have highlighted the despair and disappointment felt by stroke survivors after discharge from the hospital due to limited information given and encouragement by health professionals [12–15]. Other studies have found that individuals developed and used a range of coping strategies to adjust to life with stroke [16,17].

While these findings have investigated the factors that augment or undermine the process of recovery for individuals with stroke internationally, few studies have discussed the contextual factors involved in stroke recovery in Malaysia [18]. An understanding of these elements that influence recovery following a stroke could be instrumental in aiding health professionals to offer the most effective help to their clients.

A rehabilitative approach to post-stroke care may pose challenges to Malaysian stroke survivors given the limited availability and accessibility of specialised stroke care in Malaysia [19]. The inadequacy of such services could impact on recovery, making evident a need to focus on contextual dimensions of recovery. Of course, one of the challenges in Malaysia is that such recovery needs to be self-directed or using local health services, given the lack of rehabilitation facilities in the country, and particularly in rural areas. The development of such services, however, must
consider the experience of recovery from the perspective of the stroke survivor [7,20] as the views of people with disabilities are required to fully understand what is of value to them and develop interventions that are tailored to their needs [21].

In this paper, we aim to explore the contextual factors that mediate recovery following stroke in Malaysia, a middle-income country, from the perspective of stroke survivors. In examining individual narratives of recovery collected from 27 rural Malaysians, we seek to elucidate the personal, social and community-level elements influencing the recovery process.

**Methods**

**Participants**

This study was part of a larger ethnographic study that explored the experience of stroke in Malaysia at a health and demographic surveillance system (HDSS), the South East Asia Community Observatory (SEACO), located in rural Peninsular Malaysia. The platform, SEACO, operates across five sub-districts, and yearly census rounds are conducted to collect information on an extensive range of health conditions among the enrolled population [22]. People were included in the study if they had ever experienced a stroke, could communicate personally or with the aid of a caregiver, and could, therefore, provide informed consent for participation. Participant recruitment proceeded as follows: the household census included four self-report questions based on the WHO’s F.A.S.T (face, arms, speech and time) criteria. Where an affirmative response was recorded for at least two of these four items, individuals were identified as having potentially experienced stroke. These individuals were then visited by the research team to confirm whether they had experienced stroke. To do this, Author A, a medical doctor, drew upon her clinical expertise to evaluate the individual’s health history and any presence of signs/symptoms. Of the 64 individuals initially identified, 21 did not suffer a stroke, ten were uncontactable despite several visits to their homes, five refused consent, three were too ill to participate in the study, and one passed away before consent was obtained. Twenty-four individuals consented to participate. A further three individuals were identified via the HDSS community liaison personnel; all were confirmed to have suffered a stroke and consented to participate. The final study sample consisted of 27 participants, including 21 men and six women. While this gender difference reflected trends recorded in the HDSS data indicating more men had experienced stroke, it contrasted with epidemiological data in Malaysia highlighting that while men do experience more stroke than women, the gender difference is more moderate [23].

**Procedure**

Semi-structured interviews with the first author and an interpreter were conducted to explore the barriers and facilitators to stroke recovery. All interviews took place in the participants’ homes and lasted from 30 minutes to 2 hours per session over 2–3 research encounters. Data from the interviews were supplemented by augmenting and clarifying information provided by the stroke survivor. All interviews were audio-recorded with permission from participants, translated, and then transcribed verbatim. Discussions with the stroke survivors focused on how their experience of stroke evolved, how they coped and reconstructed themselves.

Furthermore, we explored their views about the health care they received, were receiving at the time of study participation, and how conventional and traditional interventions if any, facilitated or hindered their recovery. Broad questions were asked during the interviews (see Table 1 for the interview guide synopsis).

**Data analysis**

As analysis commenced, relevant themes were identified and recorded in a separate worksheet that was later used to explore the linkages between themes. Initially, this contained general insights and was modified as the study advanced. The process was subjective and reflective, consistent with ethnographic research [24]. Essential themes were identified and reported. Gaps and missing data were identified during the analysis and followed up as fieldwork progressed. Analysis commenced following the first encounter with participants and continued throughout the study. A six-stage thematic analysis technique was used [25]. The data set, interview transcripts and field-notes were compared against each other to ensure validity and reliability. The transcripts and field-notes were read in their entirety the first time to provide familiarity with the content. The second reading resulted in a line-by-line analysis to extract initial codes. Following initial coding, the codes were categorised into potential themes. The themes were then sorted into groups and cross-checked against the transcripts and field-notes to ensure consistency with the research question. The themes were then modified accordingly, and quotes from the participants used to exemplify them.

**Ethics**

The study was approved by Monash University Human Research Ethics Committee (CF14/315-2014000105). The researcher provided detailed verbal information about the aims and objectives of the study, what participation involved, and any implications of participation. This was also provided as a hard-copy plain language information statement. Informed consent was obtained verbally at the time of recruitment into the study and again before each encounter; as potential participants were reluctant to sign documents; verbal informed consent was sought. Participants with communication difficulties or memory problems provided assent to participate, and their caregivers provided formal consent. All names used in this paper are pseudonyms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Interview guide.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Can you tell me about the day your stroke occurred?</strong> What were you doing? What did you think caused the stroke? What happened next? Where did you go? Tell me what happened at the hospital/clinic What did the doctors say caused the stroke? Before you left the hospital, what did the doctor tell you? Did you go to any other place for treatment? What other treatment did you seek? Who else treated you? <strong>Can you tell me about your daily routine?</strong> How has life changed since the stroke? How did you manage your life after the stroke? Did you seek any help? Who helped you? How did your faith help? Did the stroke affect your religious practices? Is there anything else you would like to tell or ask me?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Author A, a medical doctor, drew upon her clinical expertise to evaluate the individual’s health history and any presence of signs/symptoms. Of the 64 individuals initially identified, 21 did not suffer a stroke, ten were uncontactable despite several visits to their homes, five refused consent, three were too ill to participate in the study, and one passed away before consent was obtained. Twenty-four individuals consented to participate. A further three individuals were identified via the HDSS community liaison personnel; all were confirmed to have suffered a stroke and consented to participate. The final study sample consisted of 27 participants, including 21 men and six women. While this gender difference reflected trends recorded in the HDSS data indicating more men had experienced stroke, it contrasted with epidemiological data in Malaysia highlighting that while men do experience more stroke than women, the gender difference is more moderate [23].**
Participants ranged in age from 37 to 83 years (Table 2). Twenty participants were of Malay ethnicity, four were Indian, and three were Chinese. Considerable variation was found in the time since stroke, ranging from 3 weeks to 32 years. This allowed examination of the experience of stroke across the spectrum of recovery, which is the central concern of the current paper. All participants lived with one or more family members, and all reported receiving informal support from family, friends, community members, or traditional therapists (including traditional Malay healers or Chinese Medical Practitioners). Caregivers were most commonly spouses of the stroke survivors (n = 25).

All participants experienced some residual impairment from the stroke, including weakness or paralysis on one side of the body and slurred speech. Five participants had communication difficulties, and two others had trouble with attention. For these participants, interviews were augmented through the use of Talking Mats, a communication device that uses picture symbols to assist individuals with (or without) communication difficulty to comprehend and respond to questions [26]. Talking Mats also helped in sustaining their attention by giving them time to reflect on the questions asked and respond at their own pace [27]. A few used assistive devices, such as a cane, tripod or, a wheelchair. One participant moved about permanently on a wheelchair, and another was completely immobile and confined to a bed. The participants often had other health problems, including diabetes, hypertension, asthma, and gout. Time since the stroke and the number of strokes experienced undoubtedly affected participants’ recovery experiences; however, as there was no clear pattern of how these variables affected people’s recovery.

The participants’ narratives identified several factors that facilitated or hindered their recovery experience and included internal or external mediators. Internal mediators included hope and optimism, self-efficacy and self-motivation, coping strategies, and comorbidities. External mediators included family and social support, access to or the presence of empowered health professionals, and treatment management strategies.

Table 2. Characteristics of study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender: F: 6 (22.2) M: 21 (77.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years, at time of first interview): 30–39: 1 (3.7) 40–49: 3 (11.1) 50–59: 8 (29.6) 60–69: 9 (33.3) 70+: 6 (22.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity: Chinese: 3 (11.1) Indian: 4 (14.8) Malay: 20 (74.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion: Islam: 20 (74.1) Christianity: 1 (3.7) Buddhism: 2 (7.4) Hinduism: 3 (11.1) None declared: 1 (3.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of stroke (at time of recruitment): ≤ 3: 12 (44.4) 4–10: 9 (33.3) 10+: 6 (22.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status: Single: 1 (3.7) Married: 25 (92.6) Widowed: 1 (3.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary caregiver: Spouse: 25 (92.6) Daughter in law: 1 (3.7) None: 1 (3.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internal mediators

Hope and optimism

The recovery path was often paved with frustrations and challenges and, as such, hope allowed individuals to have a positive mindset towards recovery. Whether hope originated from within the individual or from those around them, it fostered optimism for a functional and meaningful life. Ayub, aged 48 years (5 years-post-stroke), pointed out that learning about the positive outcomes of other stroke survivors provided him with hope:

I once went for a massage [and] I could sit on the chair. Another person came. His family carried him. He was just lying down. He had it, I had it, [we] both had a stroke. In two months, he recovered, just like a normal person. No imbalanced gait. But I am still imbalanced. I asked him, “Uncle what did you do?” He said once he recovered a bit, he exercised. I can’t even grip… no strength right, that’s why I can’t. But I think we use this (points to the head), every day we use the mind. As time goes by, if we try harder … we can recover.

Ayub’s statement offered insights into the relationship between hope and recovery. Observing the progress of an individual with severe stroke made him realise that if he worked towards recovery, he would recover. Seeing others’ positive outcomes reinforced participants’ beliefs that recovery could happen. However, not all participants had hope in recovery. As the rate of improvement was wide-ranging among participants, some lost hope in recovery when their progress was slow. Hanif, aged 74 years (4 years-post-stroke), viewed his recovery as an impossibility:

Hope? There’s no more. Usually, people who got this [stroke] recovered by the 4th or 5th month. Me, three years but still the same. This is getting tougher, can’t even get up, legs are stiff.

Hanif, who had previously attended massage sessions and practised standing and walking by supporting himself against the wall now hardly performed any exercises. He spent much of his time sitting on the floor in his home, with most of his social contact occurring when visitors would come. Hanif was no longer able to attend mosque or community events. His lack of optimism about recovery meant he rarely partook in processes of recovery. He seemed depressed and mentioned a complete absence of happiness in his life – which impacted his capacity to participate in recovery-directed activities actively.

Self-efficacy and self-motivation

Self-efficacy is the ability to organise and execute the courses of action that are required for attaining certain goals and was defined as a person’s confidence in their ability to perform a task [28]. In shaping the course of action to take, the amount of effort to put in, and a person’s determination to carry on despite obstacles, self-efficacy beliefs played a central role in stroke recovery. Participants had confidence in their ability to steer their recovery. When Ayub’s stroke affected his right hand and arm, he learned to write with the left:

This hand, (shows left hand) writes. I used to write with the right. Now I use this hand to write. Learn, learn until I could write … but all in large letters.

Ayub’s successful performance of writing boosted his confidence and encouraged him to perform more complex tasks such as driving. Similarly, the participants reflected on feelings of helplessness and dependency on others that triggered a change in attitude and led to their progress toward independent
functioning. This desire to be independent motivated them to work towards achieving recovery:

I laid here... for nearly three months. I couldn’t walk. My wife massaged me, took care of me, fed me. I couldn’t get up. After that I thought to myself, you can’t be like this. I must fight back. Then I got up and started moving. I walked to the mosque. Early in the morning, I started going around, walk, and walk! (Shuaib, aged 68 years, 11 years post-stroke)

Shuaib, like most other stroke survivors and in contrast to Hanif, refused to passively accept the changes caused by his stroke and sought to find self-management activities which enhanced functionality and independence. These participants had higher levels of self-efficacy and focused on exercising and relearning skills to overcome the challenges of their disability. Umar, aged 56, (5 years-post-stroke) for example, believed exercises would aid in his recovery. Despite not having access to planned health professional rehabilitation (like most of the participants in our study), he performed strengthening exercises: “I do exercises on my own. I just walk around, ride the bicycle. Then when I do prayers [salah], that is also some exercise.” For Umar, the physical activity involved in the salah, which comprises a series of postural movements and involves all the muscles and joints of the body, served as a form of exercise.

These participants recognised that their attitudes of determination, self-motivation and pushing limits were a significant facilitator to their recovery.

Coping Strategies

The participants were compelled to find ways to cope with the challenges brought about by the stroke. As they learned more about their body and its limitations, participants developed a wide range of strategies, which included turning to religion, active coping, and performing activities at a slower pace.

In this study, the majority of the participants turned to religion to help them cope effectively with their condition. They used their faith to seek strength and deal with the challenges posed by the stroke. For the Muslim participants, the stroke was viewed as a test from God. This acceptance of the infinite power of God reduced their psychological distress as they surrendered their recovery to God. Reciting the Holy Qur’an was also vital for these participants. Yaqub’s caregiver – his wife – talked about how her husband would read the Quran in the evenings since the stroke. Yaqub, a 66-year-old man at two-years post-stroke, added: “In Sha Allah, (by God’s will) it can help remove, forget all the negative thoughts.”

Religion for the Muslim participants supported recovery in two ways. It provided a psychological coping strategy, enabling them to accept the condition and alleviated their fears about recovery as they believed recovery would only come from God. It also provided physical ways of coping for the participants. The physical aspect of the salah, which is a fundamental requirement for all Muslims, was considered a form of exercise as Umar mentioned above.

Dram, a 47-year-old, who was not very religious before his stroke discussed how turning to his faith provided him with solace and hope in recovery. A Buddhist, he had his family take him to the temple regularly where he would pray and make sacrifices. He prayed for strength and patience and believed his sacrifices would leverage the provision of recovery from God.

‘Active coping’ refers to the process of taking steps to eliminate or avoid a stressor or to ameliorate its effects [29]. Our participants tried to lessen the effects of the stroke by focusing their efforts on activities that would aid their recovery. Most participants took up or continued with past household chores at home to assist with functional motor recovery. Musa, aged 68 years (4 years-post-stroke), described his daily activity this way:

I exercise; I sweep the veranda, pick up the leaves that fall from the trees. It is like killing two birds with one stone, cleaning and exercise. Helps me a lot.

For Musa and others, their household chores were a form of exercise that was performed consistently as they believed it would help with recovery. This belief stemmed from advice given to them by health professionals, traditional therapists, and other individuals who have suffered a stroke. Household chores, although not a structured rehabilitation approach, helped the participants with muscular flexibility, strength and endurance.

Pacing activities and relaxation were other strategies employed for engaging in everyday tasks. The participants had come to accept that it was difficult to compensate for lost functions and that energy and strength were needed to keep up with living. Because of this, some of the participants chose to limit their daily activities and take regular breaks. Yaqub, for example, cut down his hours working at his rubber farm so he could have more time at home to rest. Similarly, pacing meant that they had not given up on activities they used to perform. Instead, they adjusted how they performed those activities. For the participants, this was a vital element, and it gave them a sense of normality in the face of their disability. Relaxation offered the participants relief from the stress brought about by their disabilities. Musa, who lived in a house atop a hill, would sit out in the compound overlooking the beautiful landscape:

I love to sit outside. Every morning when they [children and grandchildren] leave, I will sit there. It is quiet and nice, and the air is fresh. It makes me calm.

Relaxation has been documented in past literature as a way of providing improved concentration, confidence, motivation and improved functioning in individuals with stroke [30]. Similarly, relaxation helped to reduce stress and anxiety [30,31]. By working in pauses and scheduling in time for breaks and relaxation, participants had the vigour and strength to complete household chores, move about and generally feel good about themselves. The use of these strategies assisted the participants in accommodating their impairments and limitations by constructing new meanings to their situation, prioritising certain activities and revising values that would aid in their recovery.

Comorbidities

Many participants had pre-existing medical conditions which affected their stroke recovery. High blood pressure, diabetes, and high blood cholesterol were most common, although several participants reported other medical conditions such as asthma, gout, and complications that included kidney failure, limb amputation, vision impairment, and diminished sensitivity in the limbs. For these participants, the presence of these conditions slowed their progress.

Some participants were more disabled by the associated medical conditions than the stroke itself, as was seen in the case of Safiya, a 59-year-old housewife who was four years-post-stroke.
She suffered from asthma and found it challenging to perform rehabilitation exercises as she was always breathless, “I can’t exercise, [its] very difficult, I want to recover, but this asthma won’t let me exercise. I become like a dog [panting].” Her example demonstrated how other medical conditions could slow or hamper individuals from pursuing recovery goals. The existence of comorbidities could undermine the benefits of rehabilitation. Some medications taken for the comorbidities such as anti-hypertensive drugs could cause headaches and fatigue which would, in turn, detract from rehabilitation activities. Similarly, conditions such as gout and arthritis could hinder rehabilitation efforts due to the exacerbated pain produced by physical exercises.

**External mediators**

**Support from family and friends**

Family support appeared to have a significant impact on participants’ recovery. It provided them with emotional and financial aid, supporting them in fulfilling (or taking over) their previous roles, and assisting in therapeutic exercises. Yaqub, for example, described the support from his daughters and their husbands:

> We have daughters; they look after us. Wherever I want to go, they take me. Even for prayers, before I regained the strength to ride the motorcycle, my sons-in-law would take me.

Because of the stroke survivors’ disability, most families experienced changes in income level they were unprepared for. For the most part, participants had limited access to personal funds but were reliant on remittances from family members and government pensions to support them. Friends and religious organisations would also provide financial aid to the stroke survivor. Safiya regarded her spouse as her physical therapist. He assisted her in rehabilitation exercises at home, encouraging and motivating her:

> When I had to learn to walk, he [husband] asked me to lean against the wall, asked me to do it every day. Then as time went by, I began to use the walker with four legs. He would wait behind, scared I might fall.

Safiya’s spouse provided her with a safe and caring environment where she could manage her disability. Narratives from the participants demonstrated that the help and support from family were of enormous importance in the recovery path. Participants regularly made statements such as: “I couldn’t have done it without them.” The encouragement received helped the survivors achieve self-confidence and independence. Family boosted the survivor’s will to recover.

Family, however, was not the only source of such socio-emotional support. Some participants mentioned the support they obtained from friends and neighbours.

> People came to visit, gave advice, to recover quickly, prayers from friends. Friends came, just to chat, to give spirit. The neighbours helped out too. [(Yaqub)]

Yaqub had an extensive network of friends and lauded their efforts in helping him and his family through the recovery process. Similarly, Arjun, aged 77 (5 years-post-stroke), a still-active church member, was never short of friends to keep him company and attend to his needs:

> I wake up around 7.30am... if I need to get anything from the store I call my friend, he comes and takes me... when I go out, my friends help me.

These support networks were essential for participants’ well-being through the provision of instrumental and emotional support, which helped encourage them to keep actively working on their recovery. Additionally, having maintained their network of friends helped to preserve salient aspects of the stroke survivor’s identity, of who they were before the stroke such as church-goers and sports enthusiasts. Amit, on the other hand, mentioned friends with bitterness in his tone when asked about his social network:

> Few people came. Even when I had my leg amputated, my best friend didn’t turn up. Sad! We used to work together... we would have tea and eat at the food stalls. It was a good time. All gone now.

Amit felt rejected and abandoned by friends. The rejection created bitterness within him accompanied by a lack of comprehension as to why he was rejected. An avid footballer before the stroke, he was also saddened by the loss of friends with whom he discussed and celebrated football with. The lack of social contact intensified the feelings of depression where life seemed bleak, full of despair and loneliness.

**Healthcare provider information**

Information provided by health professionals was mentioned as an essential aspect of recovery. Most participants were dissatisfied with the care they received at the hospital and the inadequacy of information about stroke. Yusuf, aged 59 (8 years-post-stroke), complained about the lack of information given to his spouse on how to take care of him after leaving the hospital, “They didn't give any information about caregiving. They just said there is no cure for stroke, that’s all.”

The limited information obtained from healthcare professionals at the hospitals created further anxiety and uncertainty for both participants and their caregivers on how to cope. Vague information on what was a stroke, its causes, prognosis and management left participants feeling neglected by the health system. However, some participants did admit that the limited information they did obtain proved to be valuable in their recovery:

> The doctor said “don’t get used to the walking stick.” The doctor [also] said this type of sickness could recover; you have to take supplements, have to take care of our health... look after the diet, fewer fats, and sugar. (Sulaiman, aged 69, at 12 years-post-stroke)

While health professionals asked participants to adhere to medications and perform exercises to improve physical functioning, clear and adequate recovery intervention plans were not instituted. The participants were discharged home after a very brief hospital stay (average of 3 days) with limited information about their condition, limited rehabilitation and follow up plans. This brief hospital-stay supports other studies in Malaysia detailing short (5–7 days) in-hospital stays following stroke [32,33].

**Treatment management strategies**

Management strategies were described in two dimensions: management as prescribed by health professionals, and culturally-specific management, which comprised consultations with religious healers and the use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM). These therapies comprised traditional Chinese, Malay and Islamic medicine that include massage, herbal medication, reflexology, homoeopathy and the use of special ceremonies and spells [34]. Most stroke survivors believed in a combination of both orthodox and CAM management, especially for their pre-existing medical conditions. Traditional therapies were seen to have an essential role in the restoration of muscle tone, improved blood circulation, and movement [34]. For most, treatment management
of the condition was vital. They would take any medication or therapy recommended by anyone to recover, as Shuaib explained:

Hospital medication, traditional medicines advertised on TV, I bought all sorts of medicine. Even bird’s nest, all. Whenever I hear about a particular medicine being effective, I bought it.

Shuaib’s desire to recover meant he was ready to try anything and everything. He felt he needed to take control of his recovery by whatever means. It did not matter whether it was conventional treatment or CAM. The source of therapy was not important, all that mattered was the result. Ayub’s desire to regain the capacity to care for his wife and young children led him to seek CAM treatments and endure the negative consequences of the treatment:

The massage, it’s painful, but I endure it. People gave me all sorts of medications, the taste is sour, bitter [but] I take it. I have even tried drinking some liquid like that of a drain … urgh the smell, but I just drank. I want to recover.

Like Ayub, the majority of participants used CAM. This occurred because there are pervasive acceptance and beliefs in the benefits of traditional medicine in Malaysian cultures [35,36]. Yusuf suffered from hypertension and, although he was compliant in taking his antihypertensive medications, he lauded CAM and credited part of his recovery to the massage he received:

Traditional massage every day for three months. No medication, just massage. They used water from white soil. After massaging with the white soil, I could walk, and my deformed mouth was back to normal.

This assertion of the benefits of CAM by participants highlighted the demand for the utilisation and or integration of CAM in the treatment management of stroke for survivors in Malaysia. The CAM masseurs and therapists were also a source of information and encouragement to the stroke survivors. They provided information about stroke, such as the possible causes, what exercises to perform, how to perform them and dietary advice. Umar, who had a history of hypertension and high blood cholesterol explained the dietary information provided by his masseur: “The masseur said: ‘don’t simply take medications, don’t apply oil for a massage.’ However, he said to take vegetables, soup, no fried food, mutton or beef.” For these participants, CAM practitioners worked with the individual to help them heal. David’s masseur, for example, not only provided him with massage but ensured that he performed physical exercises and moved about. He (masseur) explained:

Those that I massage, I teach them how to walk, squat and go up and down the stairs. If I only massage them, and they can’t manage on their own, then it’s useless …. what’s the use of massage then? Have to teach them to manage themselves, else they have to rely on others.

It is an integrative approach that seeks to go beyond mere offering of treatment to provide a holistic approach to recovery.

The contextual factors affecting stroke recovery, although presented as internal and external mediators, are not mutually exclusive. The impairments brought about by the stroke limited the social interactions of the participants, thereby pulling them out of their familiar and supportive environment. This withdrawal and limitation in support networks, which is an external mediator, as described in the case of Amit, resulted in feelings of despair that affected the stroke survivors’ optimism about recovery, an internal mediator. In comparison, information about stroke from healthcare providers, an external mediator, boosted morale, motivated and provided the survivors with resources to actively drive their recovery. Similarly, the use of religion as a coping mechanism, an internal mediator, governed some participants’ stroke management approaches:

This sickness, it is as if there is something in our body … however, if we recite the Yaseen (a chapter in the Qur’an), it will stop. This is the Islamic medication. (Sulaiman, 69-years-old).

The use of and belief in the effectiveness of Islamic medicine for some of these survivors also reinforced their religious conviction, as they believed they were surrendering to the will of God. This external mediator of recovery aligned with their coping strategy of turning to religion.

Discussion

This study has emphasised the fact that although a stroke is a difficult and challenging event, survivors can adapt to the condition and resulting impairment. Several contextual factors can influence the recovery process. These factors, internal and external, exist interactively in the lived experiences of the survivors. This study explored the internal and external factors that mediated recovery from the perspective of stroke survivors. Recovery was a personal journey that involved motivation, commitment, hard work, and time, and was therefore individually defined and experienced [37]. Consistent with findings from prior research, our results suggest that the dynamics of the recovery process in stroke involves factors operating both within the individual and in interaction with the broader environment which should be considered [38]. The factors identified in this paper could be perceived as barriers or facilitators to recovery by different individuals. The factors may have different effects that are dependent on the individual and their subjective interpretation [39].

It is essential to recognise the limited health service environment that exists about stroke recovery in Malaysia: there are few rehabilitation centres in the country. All are privately run and located in urban centres, a considerable distance from our study site. The confluence of these factors meant that recovery predominately occurred outside of the biomedical health system – except comorbidity management – and instead relied upon the resources available to individuals and their families. The current paper examines the internal and external factors that shape the process of recovery within a context where infrastructure is minimal.

Internal mediators

Most of our participants expressed hope and optimism about recovery. Prior research has demonstrated that individuals with hope and optimism were likely to recover faster than those with lost hope [11,40,41]. Some of our participants alluded to motivation from other stroke survivors who have demonstrated resilience in dealing with the challenges of the stroke. Perceiving the success of others boosted their hope and optimism for recovery. Mostly, the participants showed self-efficacy, having confidence in their ability to manage the condition. This aspect corroborates work by prior authors who highlighted that self-efficacy was important for improving functional independence during rehabilitation [42,43]. High self-efficacy may help patients reclaim their ability to perform daily tasks, resulting in less dependence on others [44]. Self-efficacy, as underscored by Bandura (1977), provides resilience, pushing the individuals to remain strong regardless of minimal improvements as demonstrated by our participants.

The participants actively employed a variety of strategies to enable them to maintain their day-to-day activities in the face of impairment. Similar findings were reported by previous research
where individuals dealing with chronic illness employed a variety of active coping strategies in response to their condition [16,45,46]. Religiosity, as a coping strategy, has been shown to protect stroke survivors from emotional distress, which may in turn aid recovery [47]. Other research also suggests some positive influence of faith on chronic disabling conditions [48–51]. Bodily states are also influential in supporting or impeding stroke recovery. Albrecht (1998) in his study on the paradox of disabilities showed that pain, fatigue and other medical conditions negatively affect the quality of life of individuals with disabilities. Our study showed that comorbid medical conditions adversely affected functional recovery in stroke. Similar findings have been reported in previous research where comorbidities had a negative correlation with functional outcomes and gains in individuals following a stroke [52]. Earlier studies have associated the presence of diabetes and heart disease amongst stroke survivors with poorer quality of life, affecting the recovery process [53,54].

External mediators

Our results highlight that support and resources within the environment are essential for stroke survivors to engage in adaptive strategies with an aim to regain their lives. Health professional services and support, both orthodox and traditional as well as support from family members, friends, and the community, were necessary for the provision of emotional and instrumental supports that assisted the stroke survivors in their recovery process. Support from family members was emphasised as significant in the recovery path. Pound and colleagues (1999), in their study of people living at home with stroke, highlight the family unit as a substantial resource in supporting stroke survivors. The support provided by the family became embedded in everyday life. The family assisted the stroke survivor in activities of daily living, such as feeding, toileting, and exercising. Similarly, the family acted as informal therapists by aiding with rehabilitation exercises, ensuring medications are adhered to and preventing further complications. The families in this study holistically provided support by not only supporting the stroke survivors in their personal needs but also by supporting the entire family unit. This is consistent with prior studies that found that family strength improved stroke outcomes [55,56]. Our participants highlighted the need for better information about stroke and a clear recovery plan for health professionals. Our participants echoed other studies that suggest a general dissatisfaction with the limited information provided by health professionals [14,15] and a lack of intervention plan post-discharge [57,58]. This dissatisfaction with services and a view that it hindered recovery has been reported in the Malaysian context [18,59,60]. Stroke survivors highlighted that limited information about stroke from health care providers hindered recovery and expressed a need for encouragement and feedback on progress. Resource constraints and the fragmented services within the Malaysian health services meant that specialised stroke services are often unavailable; leading to a shortage of skilled staff to provide adequate and timely information on stroke to survivors and their families as well as structured rehabilitation plan [23]. It was essential to the stroke survivors that they acquired information about the cause and nature of their stroke. They needed information and structured rehabilitation plans that would aid in their recovery. The literature emphasised that uncertainty and limited knowledge of the condition could reduce motivation for rehabilitation and hinder recovery [61,62].

Participants credited the use of medication for helping them attain stable functioning of their pre-existing medical conditions and the use of traditional medical therapies for their stroke. It has long been part of the Malaysian culture to seek services of traditional healers when unwell. There is a deep-rooted belief in the benefits of traditional medicine for the treatment of chronic conditions and stroke in particular [35,36,63]. Most participants believe that stroke cannot be cured by orthodox medicine and rely heavily on the use of complementary and alternative medicine such as offered by traditional Chinese medicine; acupuncture, massage, herbs, and Islamic medicine. All the participants had tried one or a combination of the traditional therapies. Most reported improvements in their condition and believed it had aided significantly in their recovery. A few, however, claim no benefit came from the treatments. Studies in CAM for stroke recovery have highlighted the benefits of acupuncture, massage, exercises and herbal or vitamin supplements [64–69]. These studies argue that CAM aids with symptom relief increased mobility and improved mood in stroke survivors. The use of non-biomedical practitioners in stroke management in South-East Asia has been documented in a study conducted in Indonesia [70]. The study emphasised the acceptance and reliance of CAM in the management of stroke and calls for further exploration of its possible incorporation within international stroke management.

CAM practitioners undergo higher education programs that are accredited by the Malaysian Qualifications Agency (MQA) [71]. However, some practitioners are not certified by professional bodies and claim to inherit their skills through mystical powers or past traditional practitioners [36,72]. In 2007, the Malaysian Ministry of Health, recognising the importance and need for CAM, integrated CAM units within three hospitals. These units offer acupuncture, herbal medicine for patients with cancer, and the traditional Malay massage to help in the rehabilitation of post-stroke patients [36]. As of 2015, nine public hospitals in Malaysia integrated CAM units within their structure [72].

Implications for practice

The identification of factors that facilitate the recovery process provides a background with which health care providers can utilise to improve their understanding of the stroke experience, the strengths, and weaknesses of their patients. The practitioner’s role in this is to support the stroke survivor by eliciting individual attributes which characterise their recovery and prepares the individual for successful self-management. Peer-provided services or support groups where some stroke survivors serve as role models for other survivors may help to foster hope for those struggling to accept their condition and recovery process. Practitioners should further promote hope and manage the expectations of their patients, conveying the message that a pre-stroke life might not be achievable, but it is possible to live a fulfilling and purposeful life [73].

Furthermore, boosting confidence in task performance may aid in averting deterioration and improve recovery. Individuals who are self-efficacious, feel confident in their ability to manage activities of daily living and thus will continue to perform necessary activities [43]. The progress made by individuals, albeit minimal may be vital in reinforcing an optimistic view that further improvements may occur. Religion plays a central role for Malaysians, due to the spiritual, psychological and physiological comfort it provides. The results of the study show that improved healthcare provider’s understanding and recognition of the importance of religious coping in
Stroke survivors may aid in their recovery. The literature highlights that some health care professionals may be reluctant to incorporate religion into rehabilitation as it is not a scientifically validated method of coping with disability [74–76]. However, given the context of this study, incorporation of religion into rehabilitation could support and maintain hope in recovery for the survivors and aid acceptance. This aspect, although not generalizable globally, may be an important point of consideration for individuals in locales where religion plays a significant role in the day-to-day lives of the population. Strengthening stroke survivors’ religious beliefs may aid them in coping with their disability by providing new meaning to their lives and lessening their emotional distress [74,77]. Furthermore, as the Islamic practice of the salah involves bodily movements, some studies have suggested that the salah could help with cerebral blood flow and postural reflexes [78,79].

As most strokes occur in the context of other medical conditions [80], the recognition and management of comorbidities are essential for the achievement of successful recovery. The burden of comorbidities may slow rehabilitation progress. Health professionals, therefore, need to provide a holistic management approach where the individual is assessed and managed not just as a stroke survivor but as an individual considering other medical conditions he may have. Complementary and alternative medicine therapy is a universal healthcare choice adopted by most individuals with stroke in Malaysia. In a Malaysian context, a more robust collaboration of healthcare professionals with traditional medicine therapists may prove beneficial for the rehabilitation of stroke survivors. The incorporation of CAM into conventional clinical practice may provide stroke survivors with psychological relief, improved emotional regulation, increased mobility, improvements in activity and participation in activities of daily living. Though it remains unclear how CAM practitioners manage stroke within a biomedical paradigm of care [70], a partnership with healthcare professionals and incorporation of CAM regimens into conventional clinical practice may prove beneficial for the acceptance and rehabilitation of stroke survivors. This assertion calls for international models of care for stroke, to examine the best practices of care within individual contexts [70].

It is essential to balance rehabilitation with adequate information and emotional support throughout the inpatient rehabilitation phase. The provision of information by health professionals, which should go beyond didactic information to include a well laid out rehabilitation plan for the stroke survivors and their caregivers, is imperative.

Strengths and limitations

This study was conducted as part of a broader research that investigated the experience of recovery from stroke, as such, the amount of data on the factors that mediated recovery was limited. The findings are from a small sample of stroke survivors whose experience may not be reflective of the broader populace. However, the sample recruited fairly represented the ethnic and religious mix distribution of Malaysia. As this is a qualitative study, data interpretation could be subjective. However, the authors attempted to lessen bias using robust data collection and analysis techniques. While the study reflected more men suffered from stroke, it is beyond the scope of this paper to speculate about the reasons for this, but it may be reflective of differential survival rates following stroke and warrants further investigation. This study contributes to the literature on recovery by offering insights into the contextual factors that guide recovery from stroke in Malaysia. The study, can, therefore, be considered a valuable contribution to the field of stroke care at the community level.
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